ABSTRACT

Sample processing is a widely acknowledged but underappreciated challenge in analytical sciences. Significant resources—including time, space, and instrumentation—are often required to concentrate, extract, or purify target species from complex matrices like blood prior to performing assays. While a well-equipped laboratory with trained personnel can be prepared to handle these challenges, gaps in analytical capabilities exist (i) when sampling occurs in remote locations and requires transport to the laboratory or (ii) when analysis must be performed outside of the laboratory. In this seminar, we will discuss how paper-based microfluidic devices can be applied to solve these challenges. When specimen transport is required to enable centralized testing of samples collected remotely, we will show how paper devices can permit quantitative testing via metering of applied samples and on-card sample processing. When specimens must be tested on-site, away from a standard infrastructure, we will show how paper devices can be designed to permit processing of blood and detection of target analytes. These examples highlight applications of paper-based microfluidics in point-of-care diagnostics and establish new opportunities for innovation and real-world impact.
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